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posed by Manikyacahdra in Diva in Gujarata (c. 1220). It
is not in the author's best style; but, with this work com-
posed a hundred years earlier, one can easily understand
how Premananda came to write his masterpiece. Sura-
sundarirnsa is a comparatively inferior work. It is a rapid
recital of the adventures which overtake a princess aban-
doned in a forest by her husband.
Nayasundara represents the authors in Old Gujarat!
who adopted a style and manner exactly the reverse
of Bhalana's. Bhalana introduced the essential features of
r^sa, namely, popular sentiments and the forms in which
they were expressed into what was primarily a rendering
of a Samskrta poem. His object was to create a literature
for a fairly intelligent class which had lost touch with Sam-
skrta. Nayasundara enriched old rasa stories with a wealth
of literary and emotional reminiscences from Samskrta
works, and thereby produced a work which helped to
raise the level of popular literature. Both these movements
starting from a different point of view met in the next cen-
^Jary, when literature took a well-defined shape suited to the
iaste of the people as a whole. Puranic akhyayikas became
popular tales and popular tales became transformed into
poems of literary workmanship; at the same time, long
and stereotyped descriptions remained inartistic feature
of both.
X
Kusum&imsa by Gangavijaya is an interesting piece of
social rasa composed in c. 1652. It is written in popular
diction, approximating to Modern Gujarat! and unburdened
by Samskrta words and imagery. The story, which is
mainly in duhs with conversations in desi, is well-told.
The author's technique is superior to that of many other
well-known poets. His sly humour is unusual with old
Gujarat! authors. One of the interlude tales, perhaps
borrowed from an old source, is very interesting.
Dhanasundara, a merchant living in the town of Ratna-
mra, goes abroad on a trading enterprise, leaving his wife
Dhanavat! in the care of his friend, Purohita, the priest of
:he king*   Purohita comes to the merchant's and is well
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